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ZTF-I: data/processing flow
ZTF acts as a discovery 
engine. Discoveries are 

followed-up using a wide 
range of instruments 
(including ZTF itself)

See Masci+ 2019
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Fritz: science data platform for ZTF-II
- Multi-survey data archive and alert 

broker
- Marshal for transient, variable, and 

Solar system science cases
- Workhorse for ML applications/active 

learning: classification and labeling at 
scale

- Follow-up observation management: 
robotic and classical facilities

https://fritz-marshal.org/

Initiated in Feb 2020
Beta up in Sep 2020

MVP live in Nov 2020

https://fritz-marshal.org/
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Fritz: Schematic overview

        and friends

Observe   →   Mine/Discover   →   Study and Characterize   →   Profit!

External facilities 
and services ++

Kowalski

Fritz

SkyPortal

https://fritz-marshal.org/
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Fritz: features
- Open source (free to use, modify, and distribute)
- API-first system: rich APIs for machine usage
- Powerful alert stream enhancement/filtering capabilities
- Extendible & scalable design: async Python backends, React/Redux frontend 
- Fine-grained access control
- Authentication via OAuth
- Real-time Slack-like messaging, notifications 
- Rich visualization capabilities
- Follow-up management
- Distributed computation via Dask 
- Docker compose or Kubernetes deployment
- Well-tested, extensive docs, CI/CD
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Fritz: features
- API-first system: rich APIs for machine usage

OpenAPI specs:

https://skyportal.io/docs/
api.html 

https://kowalski.caltech.
edu/docs/api

https://skyportal.io/docs/api.html
https://skyportal.io/docs/api.html
https://kowalski.caltech.edu/docs/api
https://kowalski.caltech.edu/docs/api


Fritz: features
- Fast, robust access multi-survey data archive

- ZTF alert stream
- ZTF light curves + features + SCoPe classifications
- >30 external catalogs
- Multiple ML models
- Cross-matches
- ~100M queries/day typical load

- Powerful alert stream enhancement &                                                       
filtering capabilities

- MongoDB aggregation pipelines
- Public alert DBs for filter design/debugging
- Filtering enhanced data
- Automated checks, no filter code audit
- [Can post results from external brokers]
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Fritz: features
- Fine-grained access control

- ACLs, Roles
- Groups (>30 as of this morning; ~200 users)

- Authentication via OAuth
- Real-time Slack-like messaging, notifications (email/text) 
- Rich visualization capabilities
- Follow-up observations management (TOM)

- Both robotic and classical facilities (SEDM end-to-end) 

- Distributed computation via Dask 
- Docker compose or Kubernetes deployment

- Everything containerized / versioned
- Production deployment: Local + GCP

- Well-tested, extensive docs, CI/CD, staging
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